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Introduction

Broadcast nationally across China on CCTV9 (bi-lingual channel), QTV in the Shandong Province 

and integrated into WeChat, Chef Exchange has been designed as a promotional vehicle to raise 

awareness Australian premium wine and food to the Chinese market. 

The show sees chef Qu Jianmin from Qingdao teaming up with Jock Zonfrillo from Adelaide, who are 

sent each episode to create a meal from a new culinary area of South Australia. 

The chefs initially discover and learn the stories behind the key produce from that region. This produce 

is then prominently featured in the final meal Jock and Qu design to appeal to the Chinese palate. This 

pay-off meal is cooked back in China at key events such as weddings, and gives the format a backdrop 

for authentic feedback on Australian wine from Chinese diners.

Please view this digital invitation from Jock, welcoming you to join the Chef Exchange journey: https://

vimeo.com/191585322.
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TV to Table

The show has a ‘TV to Table’ approach, where it’s designed not only to showcase the best of our export 

ready food and wine to a Chinese audience, but also to leverage WeChat and e-commerce channels 

to translate that into real world sales.

The show’s WeChat app includes a Chef Exchange Wine & Food Tour in mandarin featuring all the 

producers and venues visited in the show. Retailers can display physical promotional material to 

highlight that they’ve been featured.

This is designed to activate Chinese residents and tourists to Australia to visit key cellar doors and 

to leverage them as key opinion leaders with their friends and family back in China. They are able 

to share content from their experiences via WeChat, amplifying the Australian brand’s reach back in 

China. 

QR code enabled graphics within the show, sponsorship break bumpers and adverts can also be used 

to direct viewers to e-commerce platforms, such as wine Australia’s Tmall store, to initiate purchases.
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Proposals

Chef Exchange is proposing to integrate and prominently feature premium Australian wine in all the 

following regional episodes: Barossa, Coonawarra, Clare, McLaren Vale, Adelaide Hills, Riverland and  

Langhorne Creek.

Chef Exchange’s production process is designed to cost effectively produce content for Wine Australia, 

and will be suitable for multiple platforms, throughout the filming stage.

TV integration

Australian premium wine will be positioned as a hero part of all the episodes shot in the seven major 

wine regions. Chef Exchange will work in partnership with Wine Australia to use the show to instil the 

desired perceptions around Australian wine and authentically integrate Chinese people featured in the 

show discussing Australian premium wine using the Chinese flavour descriptors.

Other video deliverables

Re-using the footage shot for the Chef Exchange TV format, along with additional motion graphics 

will enable cost effective production of additional video assets for Wine Australia to use via its 

communication channels:

- 1 x 90 - 120 second premium brand film for Wine Australia in Mandarin

- 6 x 60 - 120 second stand-alone educational videos in Mandarin that look at each of the key

Australian varietals, and use graphics to help convey the appropriate Chinese flavour descriptors and

the types of Chinese cuisine they’d be paired with.

Ideally, this corresponds to a mixed case on the Wine Australia Tmall site that features the six wines 

so people can taste along with the content.
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TV Commercial

30-second spot advert created using footage shot from Chef Exchange, alongside additional motion

graphics. This advert is directing viewers to go to the Wine Australia Tmall store.

As a part of the integration this spot advert will be played out on QTV during the Barossa, Coonawarra, 

Clare, McLaren Vale, Adelaide Hills, Riverland and Langhorne Creek episodes.

Sponsorship break bumpers

Sponsorship of Chef Exchange on QTV includes a 10-second Wine Australia break bumper to be 

created and played out in all episodes - directing viewers to the Wine Australia Tmall store.

Digital, Experiential and PR amplification

Key wineries in Barossa, Coonawarra, Clare, McLaren Vale, Adelaide Hills, Riverland and Langhorne 

Creek will be integrated into the Chef Exchange WeChat app’s culinary tour of South Australia and 

will have the rights to use ‘featured on Chef Exchange’ branding at their cellar doors and on bottle 

packaging. 

The show aims to be a catalyst for ensuring that wineries are China-ready, with their marketing materials 

in mandarin and tasting notes reflecting the Chinese wine flavour characteristics. Chef Exchange has 

also partnered with HOP the WALL to facilitate a series of trial wine tours for Chinese visitors and 

residents to ensure that cellar door staff are trained to maximise the opportunity. 

Chef Exchange will work in partnership with Wine Australia’s PR agency to secure consumer and trade 

media coverage to amplify the partnership - in-flight magazine, and Chinese travel, wine and food 

related media being the key targets.
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Budget Estimation

Integration 

1 x 1-2min Wine Australia brand video in Mandarin: $5K

6 x 1-2min educational wine flavour videos in Mandarin: $24K

TV Advert including 7 x play-outs on QTV: $19K

10 sec sponsorship break bumpers on all QTV episodes:  $28K

Digital / Experiential / PR amplification $12K 

TOTAL $88K

Matched funding of wine brands contribution towards filming days in the 7 x wine regions (@ maximum 

$20K/day)

TOTAL $140K
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We look forward to partnering with you on this incredible journey and discussing further the opportunities 

that are available to you on the Chef Exchange platform.

And so - the journey begins!


